
Lesson Plan: Understanding Elevator Overloading Through Statistical Simulation

Objective: Students will apply statistical concepts to investigate elevator overloading in 
urban environments. They will use a simulation to understand the impact of average 
passenger weight, standard deviation, and maximum lift load on safety thresholds, and 
recommend policies based on their findings.

Grade Level: IB Diploma Programme Mathematics Applications and Interpretation SL/HL and 
Analysis and Approaches SL/HL.

Duration: 60 minutes

Warm-up Activity (5 minutes)

- Inquiry Question: How can statistics help in addressing urban infrastructure challenges?
- Activity: A brief discussion on the role of data analysis and simulation in urban planning, 
focusing on safety and efficiency.

Introduction to Elevator Overloading Scenario (10 minutes)

- Presentation: Introduce the scenario of Statistopolis, a city facing challenges with elevator 
safety in skyscrapers.
- Objective: Students will use a statistical applet to simulate elevator loads and analyze the 
risk of overloading based on varying parameters.

Setting Up the Simulation (10 minutes)

- Group Activity: Students, divided into small groups, will choose mean weights per 
passenger and standard deviations to reflect a diverse population. They will also set a 
maximum lift load for the simulation.
- Discussion: Emphasize the importance of selecting realistic parameters that accurately 
represent urban populations.

Running the Simulation (15 minutes)

- Simulation Exercise: Each group will run thousands of trials using the applet, simulating 
daily elevator usage and observing the number of overloads.
- Data Collection: Students will record the frequency of elevator loads exceeding the safety 
threshold and calculate the overload rate.

Analyzing Results and Making Recommendations (10 minutes)

- Analysis: Groups will calculate the percentage of trials resulting in an overload and discuss 
the implications for public safety and urban infrastructure.



- Recommendations: Based on their findings, students will propose actions for city 
engineers, such as adjusting elevator capacity, reinforcing lifts, or initiating public awareness 
campaigns.

Group Presentations (5 minutes)

- Presentation: Each group will share their findings, including the chosen parameters, 
overload rate, and recommendations.
- Feedback: Encourage constructive feedback and discussion on the feasibility and 
effectiveness of the proposed recommendations.

Reflection and Policy Discussion (5 minutes)

- Reflection: Lead a discussion on how statistical simulations can inform policy decisions in 
urban planning and infrastructure management.
- Policy Debate: Engage students in a debate on the ethical considerations and policy 
decisions necessary to manage elevator load effectively.

Homework Assignment:

- Students will write a reflective essay on the importance of statistical simulations in urban 
planning, specifically focusing on safety and efficiency in public infrastructure.

Materials Needed:

- Computers with internet access for the simulation applet
- Calculators for data analysis
- Whiteboard and markers for group presentations

Assessment:

- Formative Assessment: Participation in the simulation and group discussions.
- Summative Assessment: Group presentation on simulation findings and recommendations, 
and the reflective essay on the role of statistics in urban planning.


